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This chapter presents morphosyntactic and phonological constituency tests in the Zenzontepec Chatino language of southern Mexico, with data and analysis based almost entirely on a corpus of language use of varied genres. The language displays a notably wide range of segmental and suprasegmental sound patterns, some of which have strong convergences around the verbal lexical core, and which in turn align with some of the morphosyntactic tests. In light of recent typological and descriptive work on wordhood (including many contributions to this volume) that shows constituency tests do not tend to converge as they are emergent in dynamic language use and change, Zenzontepec Chatino presents a notable case as a language with a relatively strongly motivated word constituent.

1 Introduction

This chapter investigates constituency in the Zenzontepec Chatino language, a Zapotecan language of the Otomanguean stock of Mesoamerica (Mechling 1912; Boas 1913). Following the methodology outlined in Tallman (2021, and this volume), the structure of verbal predications is flattened out into a verbal planar structure. No constituency is assumed a priori, and language specific constituency tests are applied, and fractured as necessary, to identify possible constituents in the language where the tests might converge.

Zenzontepec Chatino presents an interesting and important case in the empirical study of constituency in human language, for several reasons. First of all, in a previous pilot study that looked at 17 languages of the Americas (Tallman et al. 2019), Zenzontepec Chatino was one of only a few that displayed evidence that could motivate both phonological and grammatical words beyond...
chance, and additionally, a word-like constituent substantiated by pooling together morphosyntactic and phonological constituency tests. Zenzontepec Chatino also stands out in this project for the plethora of phonological tests – both segmental and suprasegmental – that can be observed. Of additional interest is special and illuminating evidence for constituency from a play language, or ludling (Laycock 1972), which converges with other sound patterns. Finally, the language is tonal but displays a low tonal density (Campbell 2014, 2016), meaning that many tone-bearing units are not specified for tone, and this affords tonal processes that may operate across wide spans in the planar structure, interacting with intonational factors such as declination and pitch reset at the start of new intonational units. Due to the large number of tests identified for the verbal domain and considerations of space, constituency in the nominal domain is not treated here.

The chapter is organized as follows. Some background on the language community and the data are provided in §2. The verbal planar structure is introduced in §3. Morphosyntactic tests are presented in §4, and (morpho)phonological tests in §5. Evidence for constituency from the play language is provided in §6, followed by a discussion of the findings (§7) and a short conclusion (§8).

2 The language and the data

The Zenzontepec Chatino language is spoken widely in the municipality of Santa Cruz Zenzontepec, and by a few elders in the municipality of Santa María Tlapalquinahuil, both located in the district of Sola de Vega in southwestern Oaxaca, Mexico. The language is also spoken in diaspora communities in other parts of Mexico and the United States, especially California. According to the 2020 Mexican national census (INEGI 2020), the municipality of Santa Cruz Zenzontepec has about 19,000 inhabitants, of whom roughly 12,000 people report speaking an indigenous language (presumably Zenzontepec Chatino for most).

The data presented in this study are drawn from a corpus of about 21 hours of transcribed and translated language use (Campbell 2012), supplemented by an analytical lexical database consisting of about 10,000 entries, some with limited elicited or offered examples, from collaborative language documentation and description that is ongoing since 2007. About 20 participants from a handful of villages and of varied age and gender have contributed to the corpus in a range of speech genres, including but not limited to personal narrative, description, conversation, advice-giving, and folklore. While the data do not reflect the full range of genres and uses of the language, they nevertheless present a reasonably broad picture of its structure and use. Following the free translations in interlinear examples are reference words and time positions that registered users of the
Endangered Language Archive (ELAR) can use to find most of the passages in their larger discourse context (Campbell 2012).

It is important to highlight that the documentary corpus and usage-based nature of this study limit the amount of evidence that is brought to bear on the analysis via ungrammaticality judgments about constructed examples. This is especially relevant for the morphosyntactic constituency tests, which by nature require testing in addition to observation for determining finer details. Nonetheless, the study shows that with substantial documentation and rigorous analysis even domains of morphosyntactic tests can be fairly precisely delimited. Phonological patterns, on the other hand, lend themselves more to observation in language use and depend less on grammaticality judgements for outlining the details.

3 Verbal planar structure

This section presents the verbal planar structure of Zenzontepec Chatino. For the distinction between verbs and other word classes in the language, see Campbell (2014), but for present purposes, verbs are defined as forms that directly and obligatorily inflect for aspect-mood. Nouns do not inflect for aspect-mood, and they may be followed by forms expressing property concepts that attributively modify them (adjectives), and/or demonstratives. Nouns, but not verbs, may be preceded (and quantified) by numerals and/or articles. If a noun phrase is followed by another noun phrase with a distinct referent (in some cases with prepositional hiʔį̄) then that following form (or span) is understood as referring to a possessor of the preceding form, and not as subject or object. On the other hand, a noun or noun phrase that immediately follows a verb will encode the verb’s subject, an object, an oblique participant, or an adverbial expression involved in the clause.

The Zenzontepec Chatino verbal planar structure is presented in Table 1. The simplex verbal root occurs in the slot in position 13; a compounded stem that derives another verbal lexeme may occur in position 14. Other details about the

---

1 The main orthography used in this chapter is an IPA-based phonemic orthography. Deviations from the IPA are as follows: r = [ɾ]; ˧ ̄ = M tone, ˧ ́ = H tone, ˧ = no tonal specification on a mora, ˧ = phonologically nasal vowel, ˧ ̄ ˧ = phonologically long (bimoraic) vowel, ˧(ʔ) = demonstrative enclitic with unspecified vowel quality. As needed, fine phonetic transcriptions that display allophonic realizations, or the lack of such, are provided in square brackets. Textual examples consist of the following lines and conventions. First line: surface phonemic form, showing results of elision and contraction but not allophonic alternations such as H tone spreading, downstep, nasality spreading or palatalization of coronals. Second line: planar structure position numbers (v: verbal planar structure). Third line: underlying phonological representation without allophonic alternations, contractions, or fusion; hyphen (-) represents a prefix, equals sign (=) indicates an enclitic, plus sign (+) precedes the second stem in a compound stem. Fourth line: glosses and grammatical abbreviations, which follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules. Fifth line: free English translation including key words and time stamp of the source media file.
core of the verbal planar structure near the lexical root are outlined in §4 via morphosyntactic constituency tests.

Table 1: Zenzontepec Chatino verbal planar structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positions</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>NP {A, S, P}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Adverbial (niň, others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Mood (Conditional tǐ, Interrogative ŋā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Mood (Negation nā, naŋā, nitsāʔ, wīlā Hypothetical tu, Assertive tala, ta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Adverbial (tĩʔ, t’āʔ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Aspect-mood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Transitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Auxiliary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Aspect-mood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Causative u-, Iterative i-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Transitivity s-, t-, j-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Verb root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Compound stem (any lexical class), Applicative lǒʔō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15)</td>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Adverbial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(16)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Essence =tĩʔ, =rīkē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Subject NP (A, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>NP {P, T, R}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(19)</td>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Adverbial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(20)</td>
<td>Slot</td>
<td>Tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(21)</td>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Discourse marker, Adverbian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Establishing the verbal planar structure of Zenzontepec Chatino in this methodology posed some challenges. First of all, aspect-mood inflection is partly prefixal and partly expressed by tone melody alternations (or lack thereof) on verb stems (Campbell 2019). This nonconcatenativity and deviation from biuniqueness does not fit neatly into a discrete linear model. Second, most verbs of emotion and cognition are idiosyncratically formed by combining a verb stem in position(s) 13(+14) with an “essence” element (Cruz & Stump 2018), like a body part, in position 16: =tĩʔ ‘living core’ or =rīkē ‘chest’ (Campbell 2015). However, the two components of these verbal lexemes are not contiguous in the planar structure.
when optional adverbial elements intervene, while other multi-stem verbal lexemes consist of rigidly contiguous lexical elements in positions 13+14. Thus, the verbal “lexeme” does not have a consistent and non-interruptible span in the planar structure. Third, there is some variable ordering between the adverbial zone in position 15 and the “essence” elements in position 16. The details of this ordering and its relevance for constituency are discussed in §7. Fourth, subject person marking occurs in position 17, but there are nonconcatenative processes that do not fit neatly and discretely into our linear planar structure model: (i) 2nd-person singular is marked by tonal ablaut on the preceding element, which could be in position 13, 14, 15 (adverbial) or 16 (essence), and (ii) vowel-initial subject markers in position 17 fuse with some verb stems (or the immediately preceding element in the same positions just mentioned).

Although the language displays fairly flexible constituent order (Campbell 2021a), this plays out largely in the zones in positions 2 and 18, where nominal spans occur in varied orders or varied positions with respect to the verb. Finally, some finer detailed work remains to be done with respect to any different meanings or implicatures that arise from the variable placement of adverbials in positions 3, 15, 19, and 21.

An important fact about the language is that there is only one set of pragmatically neutral short pronouns, and a parallel set of longer, mostly bimoraic pronouns, whose use is for emphasis or disambiguation. Setting aside contractions in natural speech that can be unpacked (Campbell 2014), there are no distinct forms of pronouns for different grammatical relations: the role of a participant expressed by a pronoun or any NP is conveyed by context and by its position in the clause with respect to other elements, or unexpressed for topical 3rd persons (zero anaphora).

4 Morphosyntactic tests

The morphosyntactic constituency tests that have so far been identified for the Zenzontepec Chatino verbal domain include free occurrence (§4.1), non-permutability (§4.2), non-interruptability (§4.3), and coordination (or subspan repetition, §4.4).

4.1 Free occurrence

In this study “free occurrence” in the verbal domain is defined as the minimal span of positions (in the verbal planar structure) that must occur to form a complete utterance (i.e., to be produced in isolation) and which includes the verb root.
However, the span that may function holophrastically depends on the person and topicality of the subject of the verb, and also whether the verb occurs with a lexicalized auxiliary. Thus, this constituency test is fractured in Zenzontepec Chatino.

4.1.1 Free occurrence (minimal), positions 10–13

Zenzontepec Chatino verbs obligatorily inflect for aspect-mood via prefixes and tonal alternations that are largely independent of one another (Campbell 2019). Third person referents that are highly topical in discourse are often omitted in non-ambiguous contexts (Campbell 2015, 2021a), regardless of syntactic function, which I refer to as anaphoric zero (Givón 1983). Thus, the (smallest) minimum free occurrence form that includes a verb root (and can express a proposition) consists of the root in position 13 and aspect-mood inflection in position 10, as shown in (1), but note that these positions are fused for certain verbs (see e.g., (4a)).

(1) Minimum free occurrence (small), positions 10–13

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{jaku} \\
\text{j-aku} \\
\text{v:10-13} \\
\text{PFV-eat.3} \\
\text{‘(They) ate (him).’ (kwiten7 nkatzen 6:24)}
\end{align*}
\]

4.1.2 Free occurrence (large), positions 7–17

Zero anaphora is not possible for first- or second-person reference, so pronouns must occur, and a set of several third-person pronouns are also used for maintaining referential continuity or for stylistic purposes. If a subject occurs, it occurs in position 17, delimiting the final edge of a maximal free occurrence span, as shown in example (2). Some auxiliaries have lexicalized with certain verbs; these are bound to (and precede) the main verb and are not able to stand as free forms themselves, as also illustrated in (2). The causative auxiliary and its associated positions (positions 7–9) occur obligatorily in order to express the intended meaning. Therefore, the minimum free occurrence test is fractured to include this larger span based on person and lexicalized auxiliaries.

(2) Free occurrence (large), span 7–17

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{laa}^? \text{ laa nk=ekutu?uú? hi?i}
\end{align*}
\]
4.2 Non-permutability

Most Otomanguean languages have adverbial elements that follow the verb and precede the subject (Campbell 2017: 21–22), modifying the event expressed in the clause. In Zenzontepec Chatino, multiple adverbs may co-occur, in variable order in the position 15 zone, as in related languages (Gutiérrez 2014: 41). Since the positions of the verb root (and compound stem if present) are fixed, as is the position of the subject, we can speak of a rigid non-permutability span (§4.2.1), and a non-rigid non-permutability span (§4.2.2) around the core of the verbal planar structure.

4.2.1 Non-permutability (rigid), positions 7–14

Elements from the aspect-mood marker of an auxiliary (position 7) to a post-pound stem of a compound verb (position 14) occur in a rigidly fixed order and are non-permutable. The textual example in (3a) becomes ungrammatical if the order of the auxiliary and (compound) main verb is switched or if the order of the two stems within the (compound) main verb is reversed (3b). However, the order of elements outside of this span is more flexible.

(3) Non-permutability, span 7–14

a. \[\text{nk}^\langle\text{w}angle\text{itakakúʔwi} \text{ tī na } \text{k}^\langle\text{w}angle\text{ini} \text{ lahaa?} \]
   \[
   \text{nk}^\langle\text{w}angle\text{i} \text{- ta+} \quad \text{k} \quad -a \quad +\text{kúʔwi} \text{ tī} \quad \text{na} \quad \text{k}^\langle\text{w}angle\text{ini?} \quad \text{lahaa} \quad \text{=V?}
   \]
   \[
   \text{PFV-} \text{ finish} + \text{ POT } \text{-become} + \text{ drunk} \text{ TPLZ } \text{ DEF } \text{ person wild } \text{ =ANA}
   \]
   'The devils finished getting drunk.' (amigo borracho 3:55)

b. * \[\text{k- a } +\text{kúʔwi } +\text{nk}^\langle\text{w}angle\text{i} \text{- ta} \text{ tī na } \text{k}^\langle\text{w}angle\text{ini?} \text{ laha } \text{=V?} \]
   *\[\text{nk}^\langle\text{w}angle\text{i}- \text{ta+ kúʔwi } +\text{k- a tī na } \text{k}^\langle\text{w}angle\text{ini?} \text{ laha } \text{=V?} \]

4.2.2 Non-permutability (scopal), positions 7–17

Following position 7, it is not until the adverbial zone in position 15 that the ordering of any elements may be manipulated. The examples in (4) display alternate orders of the adverbial elements =ri ‘only’ and =kāʔā ‘again, also’ following the
verb root. Available evidence suggests that there are subtle scopal differences expressed by the alternate orders, with $=ri$ having scope over $=kāʔá$ ‘again’ in (4b).

(4) Permutability in position 15

a. $t’aarikaʔá$ tsaka somanā n’āʔā
   $t’aa\quad =ri\quad =kāʔá\quad tsaka\quad somanā\quad n’āʔā$
   v:10.13 =15 15 17 17 21
   pot.finish =only =again one week see.2sg
   ‘A week just finishes, again, you see.’ (chu ti7yu 10:36)

b. $jakutoʔōkāʔáriju$
   $j-\quad aku =tsoʔō =kāʔá =ri =ju$
   v:10- 13 =15 =15 =15 =17
   pfv- eat =well =again =only =3sg.m
   ‘He only ate well again.’ (offered)

The offered (not elicited from a contact language) example in (4b) contains three elements in the adverbial zone in position 15. The initial one, adjective $=tsoʔō$ ‘good’ (functioning adverbially as ‘well’) may also occur later, in the zone in position 19, as shown in (5). If there is a meaning difference conveyed by these different positions for adverbials, it is not yet clear to me.

(5) Adverb in position 19

$nu\ ntēʔjákʷentāą\ tī\ hnuwēʔ\ tsoʔō\ tsa\ hn’āʔá$
   $nu\ ntē-\quad ʔjá\quad +kʷentā\ =q\quad tī\quad h-\quad nuwēʔ?\ tsoʔō\ tsa.hn’āʔá$
   v: 1 10- 13 +14 =17 18 18 18 19 21
   sub prog- buy +account =1incl tplz obj- 3ana well truly
   ‘We are watching over this very well.’ (lukwi proceso 6:01)

What is clear is that an element that occurs in position 18, like the direct object $leta$ ‘path’ in (6a), cannot be positioned anywhere among positions 7–17. The example in (6b) has the same root in position 14, but this is a compound verb with a conventionalized and very distinct meaning.

(6) Direct objects cannot interrupt the span of positions 7–17

a. $nkatūʔūʔ?\ leta\ wá$
   $nka-\quad t-\quad ūʔū?\quad =ū?\quad leta\ wá$
   v:10.11- 12- 13 =17 18 18
   pfv.caus- trvz- be.inside =3pl path dist
   ‘They put in that path.’ (offered, verb examples5 19:22)
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b. kutūʔúletaʔ? hiʔį̄wą
   k-  u-  t-  ŭʔū +leta =ąʔ?  hiʔį̄ =wq
   v:10  11  12  13  +14 =17  18 =18
   POT- CAUS- TRVZ- be.inside +path =1SG OBJ =2PL
   'I will guide you (pl.).' (offered, verb examples5 21:34)

Likewise, if an element in the position 15 adverbial zone, as shown in (7a), is placed after the subject (position 17), as in (7b), the meaning is significantly different, as the adverb modifies the subject instead of the verb.

(7) Adverbials modifying verb, or subject
   a. tākāʔá migū nāáʔ jākʷá nakʷę tākā =kāʔá migū nāáʔ jākʷá nakʷę
      v:13 =15  17  17  19  21
      exist =also friend 1SG there say.3
      "'I also have a friend there', he said.' (escarabajo 3:10)
   b. tāká migūkāʔá nāáʔ nakʷě
      tāká migū =kāʔá nāáʔ nakʷě
      v:13  17 =17  17  21
      exist friend =also 1SG say.3
      "'I have another friend", he said.' (piedra rajada 1:43)

The domain of scopal non-permutability in positions 7–17 is referred to as the Verbal Complex. This span deserves a special name because lexicalization of verbal meanings can involve in some cases the auxiliary span (7–9), and in emotion and cognition verbs, it includes the essence element in position 16. Moreover, subjects in position 17 are obligatory for certain persons, and if vowel-initial, they lengthen or fuse with the element that precedes them (see §5.3.4).

4.3 Non-interruptability, positions 7–14

Non-interruptability constituency tests are used to identify the span of positions that cannot be interrupted by any free occurrence form. The main elements for testing this in Zenzontepec Chatino are the adverbials just discussed, which can interrupt the Verbal Complex in position 15. A select set of these adverbials can freely occur. Looking back at the example in (5), the adverbial tsoʔō ‘well’ modifies the verb but occurs in position 19, following the verb’s arguments. This form (from the adjective ‘good’) can occur freely on its own, and is commonly used to express agreement with one’s interlocutor.
The example in (9) illustrates that the adverb can interrupt the verbal complex. The verb ‘dance’ is a compound verb (positions 13 +14, 'make.music +foot’) that occurs in both clauses in the construction. In the second clause, the adverbial tsoʔō ‘well’ occurs in position 15 between the verb stem and the subject.

(9) Adverb in position 15

\begin{verbatim}
  hñii j-ulá +kijaʔ =āʔ t’āʔ hñánā nʧ-ulákijaʔ tsoʔōg?
  hñii j- 12 10- 13 +kijaʔ =āʔ t’āʔ hñánā nʧ- 17 19 19 13 13
  v: 2 10- 13 +14 =17 19 19 10- 13
  song pfv- make.music +foot =1sg still year.ago prog- make.music

+14 =15 =17
+kijaʔ =tsoʔō =āʔ
+foot =well =1sg
\end{verbatim}

‘The dance that I performed a year ago, I am dancing it better.’ (dos cuentos raton 2:17)

As shown in (10), the same adverb could just as well occur in position 19 – which, as mentioned earlier, may have a slightly different meaning – but it cannot interrupt the two stems of the compound, as shown in example (11). If we add an auxiliary in positions 7–9, the adverb cannot occur between the auxiliary span and the main verb (12).

(10) Adverb in position 19

\begin{verbatim}
  hñii j-ulá +kijaʔ =āʔ t’āʔ hñánā nʧ-ulá +kijaʔ =āʔ tsoʔō
  ‘The dance that I performed a year ago, I am dancing it better.’
\end{verbatim}

(11) Adverb between stems of a compound, ungrammatical

\begin{verbatim}
  *hñii j- ulá +kijaʔ =āʔ t’āʔ hñánā nʧ- uláʔ tsoʔō +kijaʔāʔ
  ‘The dance that I performed a year ago, I am dancing it better.’
\end{verbatim}

(12) Adverb cannot interrupt auxiliary ‘begin’ and main verb

\begin{verbatim}
  *hñii j-ulá +kijaʔ =āʔ t’āʔ hñánā ntē -tā + tsoʔō j-ulá +kijaʔ =āʔ
  ‘The dance that I performed a year ago, I am starting to dance it better.’
\end{verbatim}
The examples above have shown that the span of non-interruptability that includes the verb root is positions 7–14.

4.4 Coordination (subspan repetition)

In Zenzontepec Chatino, spans of varied lengths in the verbal planar structure may be coordinated. Following Tallman (2021: 350), this is a type of subspan repetition whose informativeness for constituency requires fracturing the test into subtests: a maximal (repeated) subspan and a minimal repeated subspan, where the minimal subspan refers to the span of elements in which none can be elided or have wide scope over both subspans.

4.4.1 Minimal (repeated) subspan positions 5–16

The example in (13) illustrates asyndetic coordination of two verbs functioning as adverbial purpose clauses modifying a matrix clause. The first-person exclusive subject is elided on the first verb and occurs on the second verb, where it has scope over both subspans of positions 10–13. The dative oblique argument in position 18 likewise occurs only once, following the subject in the second subspan, and it also has scope over both subspans. Therefore, the subject in position 17 and non-subject arguments in position 18 are not within the minimal repeated subspan domain.

(13) Coordination of positions 10–18

\[ \text{nteē nihjaą jak}^*a \text{ kik}^*i? \text{ ketsāʔja hjū} \]
\[ \text{nteē nihjaq jak}^*a \text{ ki- ak}^*i? \text{ k- etsāʔ =ja} \text{ hiʔi =ju} \]
\[ \text{v: 3 10.13 17 [10- 13] [10- 13] =17 18 =18} \]
\[ \text{here pot.come 1EXCL pot- speak pot- inform =1EXCL DAT =3SG.M} \]
\[ \text{‘We shall come here to speak and inform him.’ (ntelinto itza7 4:18)} \]

The example in (14), illustrates that the minimal subspan includes position 14 (for both verbs in this case) and position 16, neither of which can be elided and neither of which may have scope over both subspans. Again, the subject NP in position 17 has scope over both subspans and is elided following the first verb. If the essence form in position 16 were omitted, this would yield a different verbal lexeme altogether, ‘have sexual relations.’ Thus, the final edge of the minimal repeated subspan is position 16.
Verbal coordination

ʔniléē ʔnikíʔjürīké tī kʷaʔą tīkʷá =wą

[ʔni +léē] [ʔni +kíʔjū =rīké] tī kʷaʔą tīkʷá =wą

POT.do +strong POT.do +male =chest TPLZ 2PL POT.sit =2PL

‘You all will make efforts and feel manly so that you sit (in power).’

(ntelinto itzaʔ 3:07)

Since aspect-mood inflection is obligatory for Zenzontepec Chatino verbs, a smaller subspan excluding position 10 (or lack of inflectional tone on a verb for which positions 10 and 13 are fused) would be unutterable. However, the initial edge of the minimal repeated subspan domain remains to be demonstrated. As discussed in §4.1.2, for some verbs the auxiliary positions 7–9 are lexicalized and obligatory, which is relevant for free occurrence. For most verbs, however, auxiliaries are not obligatory, and they compositionally add their meaning to the clause. The example in (15) shows two repeated subspans of auxiliary, verb and subject, with the same auxiliary occurring in both. The free translation provided by a collaborator includes the meaning of the motion auxiliary in each clause.

Subspan repetition

lēʔ janaʔaūʔ jatūkʷá kāʔáūʔ ike niʔi

lēʔ  j-  a+naʔa =ūʔ  j-  a+tūkʷá =kāʔá =ūʔ  ike

v: 1 7 9+13 =17 7- 9+13 =15 =17 18

then PFV- go+see =3PL PFV- go+CAUS.be.placed =again =3PL head

niʔi

- house

‘Then they went to see and they went to climb on top of the roof of the house again.’ (nkwitzan tiʔi 15:58)

To exclude the auxiliary on the first verb, the verb would take perfective aspect inflection, but the meaning changes, as shown in (16a) (elided material is crossed out). If the auxiliary is omitted from the second span, perfective aspect again provides the closest meaning, but the meaning changes slightly in (16b). Although the structure in (16b) can be interpreted as having the original meaning in (15), due to context and inference, it also has a subtly different literal meaning and can have other interpretations. Therefore, the auxiliary span of positions 7–9 is best treated as part of the minimal repeated subspan.
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(16) Subspan repetition with auxiliaries omitted
   a. lēʔ jankanaʔaūʔ jatükʷá kāʔáūʔ ike niʔi
      ‘Then they saw and they went to climb on top of the roof of the house again.’
   b. lēʔ janaʔaūʔ jankā tükʷá kāʔáūʔ ike niʔi
      ‘Then they went to see and they climbed on top of the roof of the house again.’

In example (17), subspans including the adverbial particle in position 6 are repeated, and the particle cannot be elided in one subspan or the other without yielding a different interpretation, as shown in (18), and thus position 6 is also part of the minimal span.

(17) Verbal coordination, positions 10–14
   tʲāʔ kīkʷīʔ tʲāʔ tʲāá+tíʔ ʃī kīkʷīʔ
tʲāʔ  kⁱ– akʷⁱʔ  tʲāʔ  tʲāá  +tⁱʔ  fⁱ  kⁱ–
v:[6 10- 13] [6 10.13 +14] 1 10-
still  pot- speak.2sg still  pot.iter.give +living.core.2sg  conj  pot-
akʷⁱʔ?
13
speak.2sg
‘Speak and still remember what you want to speak about.’ (ntetakan7 jute7 1:37)

(18) Verbal coordination, positions 10–16
   tʲāʔ kīkʷⁱʔ tʲāʔ tʲāá+tⁱʔ fⁱ kīkʷⁱʔ
tʲāʔ  kⁱ–  kʷⁱʔ  tʲāʔ  tʲāá  +tⁱʔ  fⁱ  kⁱ–
v:  [10- 13]  [6 10.13 +14] 1 10-
pot- speak.2sg still  pot.iter.give +essence.2sg  conj  pot-
akʷⁱʔ?
13
speak.2sg
‘Speak and still remember what you want to speak about.’

The example in (19) illustrates repeated subspans with adverbial-modal particles in position 5 that cannot be elided and neither can have scope over the other, as shown by the unacceptable translations beneath the free translation. Thus, the minimal repeated subspan includes at least positions 5–16.
Verbal coordination, positions 16

\[ ta \ tāká rozp疝 ná nā ṣt\mathring{ā}ʔa?ja \]
\[ ta \ tāká =rūʔ? \ nkʷitsę? hiʔį̄ =jā \ nā \ ṣt\mathring{ā}ʔa?ja =ja \]

\[ v:\{5 \ 10.13 =16 \ 17 \ 17 \ 17 \ \{5 \ 10.13 \} =17 \]

already exist =even child \quad \text{gen} =1\text{excl} \neg \text{pot. get accustomed} =1\text{excl}

‘We already have kids and we still don’t get along.’ (historia medicina 2:40)

**‘We still already have kids and we still don’t get along.’**

**‘We already have kids and we already still don’t get along.’**

### 4.4.2 Maximal (repeated) subspan, positions 2–20

Having defined the minimal repeated subspan as the span of positions in which no element can be elided or have scope over the other, the maximal repeated subspan is defined as the span of positions that can be repeated without reference to whether elements of one can be elided or have scope over both. Just as the preceding examples have shown that an elided subject in position 17 may have scope over multiple repeated subspans, thus delimiting the final edge of the minimal repeated subspan domain, some other less immediate elements may likewise be omitted from one subspan and have scope over both.

Example (20) shows that a significant span of pre-verbal elements may also be included in repeated subspans; the two clauses have fronted subjects in position 2. Also, the locative NP in position 18 only occurs following the second subspan, but it has scope over the first span as well.

(20) Subspan repetition, positions 2–18

\[ hā \ mafį nuʔu tsāā mafį ahentē tsaaju nanēʔ kīkʷą́ \]
\[ hā \ \{mafi \ nuʔu \ ts- \ āā\} \ \{mafi \ ahentē \ ts- \ aa =ju\} \ nanēʔ \]

\[ v: 1 \ \{2 \ 2 \ 10- \ 13\} \ \{2 \ 2 \ 10- \ 13 =17\} \ 18 \]

\quad \text{sub} \quad \text{even} \quad \text{2sg} \quad \text{pot. go.2sg even} \quad \text{agent} \quad \text{pot. go} =3sg.m \text{stomach} \]

\[ kīkʷą́ \]
\[ 18 \]

metal

‘...because even you may go and even the agent may go to jail.’ (ntelinto itza7 4:01)

Another example shows that adverbial particles that function as tense markers in position 20 also occur in repeated subspans, as shown in example (21).
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(21) Subspan repetition, positions 2–20
nkataká koʔma nkā ntu`hwi kʷaa koʔma nkā
nk- a +takah koʔma nkā ntu- hwi kʷaa koʔma nkā
v: [10- 13 +14 17 20] [10- 13 17 18 20]
PFV- be +exist macaw PST PFV- kill 2EXCL macaw before
‘There were many macaws before and we would kill the macaws before.’
(no hay brujos 9:45)

The discourse markers in position 21 do not express information that contributes to the lexical interpretation of a proposition, but rather express a speaker’s appeal to an interlocutor. No examples were found in the corpus in which any of these could be understood as having scope over repeated subspans. Thus, the maximal repeated subspan domain includes positions 2–20.

Although the domains of subspan repetition are already defined, one more example serves to illustrate a ternary subspan repetition, but more importantly, it serves to make a point that is relevant later for tonal processes, which interact with intonation. Since the preferred strategy for coordinating clauses in Zenzontepec Chatino is asyndesis, that is, without any overt segmental marker indicating the clausal relation, one can wonder if these are cases of coordination at all or whether they are simply sequences of sentences. How real and strong of a difference is this anyway? The key cues are intonational. The example in (22) involves three instances of the same verb, each with a distinct lexical noun subject, and all of these VS spans (positions 10–17) are coordinated asyndetically. Figure 1 shows that all three clauses fall into one pitch contour with no pitch reset among them, with stylistic and expressive emphasis added to the final clause, especially on its subject.

(22) Ternary coordination V S + V S + V S
ntʃatę̄ ketǫʔ ntʃatę̄ ʃikaʔ ntʃatę̄ tatījá
[n- ʃatę̄ ketǫʔ] [n- ʃatę̄ ʃikaʔ] [n- ʃatę̄ tatījá]
v: [10- 13 17] [10- 13 17] [10- 13 17]
HAB- get.washed pot HAB- get.washed gourd HAB- get.washed all
‘The pots get washed, the gourds get washed, everything gets washed.’
(ntelinto itza7 32:16)

Finally, syndetic coordination is also possible with the form lóʔō occurring between the repeated subspans. The example in (23) illustrates coordination of two verbs with a coreferential subject expressed by a short pronoun on both verbs (position 17) and coreferential direct objects also overtly expressed after each verb in position 18.

---

2All pitch tracks were made by Adam J.R. Tallman using a script developed by José Elias-Ulloa.
Figure 1: Ternary asyndetic V S coordination

(23) Coordination of V=A O spans

nkajúneja hnā joo? lōʔō nkāhn'ája hnā joo?

nkaj-[unē =ja h- nā joo =Vʔ] lōʔō [nkā- hn'á =ja h- nā

v:[10-13 =17 18-18 18 18 =18] 1 [10-13 =17 18-18

PFV- dig =1EXCL OBJ- DEF oven =ANA and PFV- make =1EXCL OBJ- DEF

joo =Vʔ]

18 =18]

oven =ANA

‘We dug the oven and we made the oven.’ (historia maguey 2:44)
More work is needed on exploring syndetic coordination, but it is relatively rare in discourse. It may be the preferred strategy when elidable positions (like subjects and objects) are restated in full form in each subspan, or perhaps it explicitly encodes temporal subsequence.

5 (Morpho-)Phonological constituency tests

There are many distributional sound patterns, morphological alternations involving tone, and phonological processes that can be observed in Zenzontepec Chatino. Lexical and inflectional tone melodies are presented in §5.1, suprasegmental culminativity constraints in §5.2, segmental phonological processes in §5.3, and tonal phonological processes in §5.4.

5.1 Lexical and inflectional tone melodies

5.1.1 Paradigmatic lexical tone melodies (positions 10-13)

The tone bearing unit (TBU) in Zenzontepec Chatino is the mora, on which there is a three-way tonal specification contrast: High tone (H), Mid tone (M), or no tone ∅ (Campbell 2014, 2016). Unless affected by tonal processes, sequences of toneless TBUs are realized as mid-to-low gradually falling pitch (intonational declination, see §5.4.2). There is a bimoraic minimality preference for lexical forms, which bear one of five basic tone melodies: ∅∅, ∅M, MH, HM, H∅. Monomoraic forms display ∅, M, or H. In trimoraic forms, the bimoraic melodies align to the end of the form, and the antepenultimate mora tone is predictable. Note that word class or root class matters, so antepenultimate tone fill-in is not a strictly phonological process:

- For the ∅∅ and ∅M melodies, the antepenultimate mora is always tonally unspecified (∅)
- For the MH melody, it is ∅ for forms based on noun roots (∅MH) and M for forms based on verb roots (MMH)
- For the HM melody, it is ∅ if the (derived) form is a verb (∅HM) and M if the form is not a verb (MHM)
- For the H∅ melody, the antepenultimate mora tone is always M (MH∅)
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Table 2: Basic tonal melodies on lexical forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Melody</th>
<th>Bimoraic monosyllable</th>
<th>Bimoraic disyllable</th>
<th>Trimoraic di- or tri-syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Ø)ØØ</td>
<td>j-aa 'went'</td>
<td>ŋano 'will stay'</td>
<td>kukehe 'will scratch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ø)ØM</td>
<td>j-oō 'ground it'</td>
<td>n-tehna 'begins'</td>
<td>nka-l'aa 'smelled it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ø/M)MH</td>
<td>tāā 'will give'</td>
<td>nk-jatë 'entered'</td>
<td>nkū-tsâʔa 'changed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ø/M)HM</td>
<td>kʷ-íī 'morning star'</td>
<td>j-úñë 'dug it'</td>
<td>kʷi-liñí 'butterfly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M)HØ</td>
<td>tīi 'ten'</td>
<td>nk'áku 'got eaten'</td>
<td>nkū-ták*i 'flew'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic tone melodies are exemplified in Table 2, on bimoraic monosyllables, bimoraic disyllables, and trimoraic forms (disyllables or trisyllables).

In the verbal planar structure, the five basic tone melodies span a domain that includes the verbal root and any derivational and inflectional material immediately preceding it (altogether, positions 10–13), as illustrated in (24).

(24)  (Ø)ØM tone melody in positions 10–13

kuʃiką̄ʔja hiʔ laaʔ laa
k- u- fi- kāʔ =ja hii̇j laaʔ.laa
v:[10- 11- 12- 13] =17 18 19
pot- caus- trvz- tie.up =1excl obj.(3) like.so

'that we tie it up like so.' (naten7 michen 5:04)

As shown in example (25), the basic tone melodies occur separately and independently in the auxiliary span of positions 7–9 (MH melody). Also in (25), the main verb root in position 13 (HM) and disyllabic adverbial element in position 15 (MH) bear their own basic tone melodies.

(25) Basic tonal melodies in a verb with auxiliary and adverbial
lēʔ nu nkūtāʃāʔākāʔa na la kʷajūʔ n'āʔā
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\[ lēʔ.nu \ nkū-\ tá+ \ fáʔā \ =kāʔá\ na\ \ la.kʷajū =V\ n'āʔā \]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{then} & \text{PFV-} & \text{begin+} & \text{scream} =\text{also} \ \text{DEF horse} =\text{ANA see.2SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Then the horse also began to scream, you see.’ (rey david 0:56)

Moreover, as example (26) shows, the basic tone melodies occur separately and independently on the second stem of a compound verb in position 14 (HM) and on the essence element ‘chest’ in position 16 (MH). The issue of the reversed order of positions 15 and 16 is discussed further in §7.

(26) Basic tonal melodies on verb stem, postpone stem and essence element

\[ ntesuʃíīrīkékāʔá\ naa \]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{nte-} & \text{su} & +fīi & =rīké =kāʔá\ naa \\
\text{PROG-} & \text{lie} & +\text{light} =\text{chest} =\text{also} \ \text{1INCL} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘We are also awakening.’ (la familia 23:52)

What we observe here is that the domain within which contrastive tonal melodies occurs that includes the verb root is the span of positions 10–13. Basic tonal melodies also occur independently over the spans of positions 7–9, 14, 15 and 16.

5.1.2 Deviation from biuniqueness: TAM tonal alternations (positions 10–13)

Aspect-mood exponence consists of two largely orthogonal types of morphological expression, each of which displays significantly unpredictable allomorphy: prefixes (typically position 10, but position 7 when the verb occurs with an auxiliary; Campbell 2011), and tonal alternations (Campbell 2016, 2019). Single-stem (non-compound) inflected verb forms bear one of the five basic tone melodies just discussed in §5.1.1, spanning positions 10–13.

Although some verbs have an invariant tone melody in all aspect-mood forms, such as the verb ‘pass’ in Table 3, which bears the ∅M melody in all of its forms, other verbs display tonal melody alternations among the aspect-mood forms. For example, the verb ‘shell, degrain’ is toneless in the potential mood and habitual aspect forms but bears the HM tone melody in the progressive and perfective aspect forms. The verb ‘get cooked’ displays another tonal alternation pattern: it bears the MH melody in the potential, habitual, and perfective forms and the ∅M melody only in its progressive form. These unpredictable tonal alternations are an integral part of the exponence of TAM inflection, a deviation from biuniqueness and in some ways acting as a phonological test while in others ways
Table 3: Tonal alternations in TAM inflection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAM Inflection</th>
<th>Tone Melody</th>
<th>Potential Mood</th>
<th>Habitual Aspect</th>
<th>Progressive Aspect</th>
<th>Perfective Aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-tehę</td>
<td>t'ehę</td>
<td>∅M</td>
<td>n-t'ehę</td>
<td>nte-tehę</td>
<td>nku-tehę</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘pass’</td>
<td>k-u-s-ukʷaʔ</td>
<td>∅∅</td>
<td>nt-u-s-ukʷaʔ</td>
<td>nte-s-úkʷāʔ</td>
<td>nka-s-úkʷāʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k-ākéʔ</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>nti-kéʔ</td>
<td>nńf-akēʔ</td>
<td>nkū-kéʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beyond position 13, a new tone melody domain begins. In the example in (27a), the main verbal inflectional tone melody is (M)MH, spanning positions 10–13, and it can be observed that the preceding demonstrative is toneless and the following stem in the compound is monomoraic and toneless (position 14). The example in (27b) illustrates the non-compound verb upon which the compound verb in (27a) is based, inflected for the same aspect; what follows is a bare noun as direct object NP with its own lexical tone domain (HM).

(27)  Tonal aspect-mood inflection in positions 10–13, not 14

a. *tsúna hakʷa na liiʔúu nkáʔaa? nkáteʔétsaʔ? wi?*
   *tsúna hakʷa na liiʔúu nkáʔaa =Vʔ nká- tēʔé +tsa*
   v: 1  -  -  -  -  =-  [10- 13]  +14
   three four DEF adobe red =ANA PFV.CAUS- be.located +placed
   =ūʔ  wi?
   =17  19
   =3PL there
   ‘Three or four red (adobe) bricks, they put in there.’ (ni7 rosa 3:24)

b. *nkáteʔé húū janeju*
   *nká- tēʔé  húū jane =ju*
   v: [10- 13]  18 18  =18
   PFV- CAUS.be.located(.3) rope neck =3SG.M
   ‘He put rope around his neck.’ (offered)

As a further demonstration, consider the TAM inflectional paradigms of the three verbs shown in Table 4 that all contain the verbal root -ūlā ‘make music’, which has aspect-mood tone alternation ∅M ~ MH. In the compound verb
-ūlá+tuʔwa ‘sing’ the compounded element +tuʔwa ‘mouth’ in position 14 is a toneless noun whose (lack of) lexical tone is independent of the verbal inflectional stem and does not participate in the aspect-mood tonal alternation. In the verb -ūlá=ríké ‘long for’ the final element =ríké ‘chest’ in position 16 displays its own invariant MH tone melody that does not alternate with the TAM melodies in positions 10–13. Thus, tonal alternations as part of TAM inflection only identify the span of positions 10–13.

Table 4: Tonal alternations in complex verbal lexemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-ūlá</th>
<th>-ūlá+tuʔwa</th>
<th>-ūlá=ríké</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Potential Mood</td>
<td>k-ūlá</td>
<td>k-ūlá+tuʔwa</td>
<td>k-ūlá=ríké</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Aspect</td>
<td>nt-ūlá</td>
<td>nt-ūlá+tuʔwa</td>
<td>nt-ūlá=ríké</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Aspect</td>
<td>nʃ-ūlá</td>
<td>nʃ-ūlá+tuʔwa</td>
<td>nʃ-ūlá=ríké</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfective Aspect</td>
<td>k-ūlá</td>
<td>k-ūlá+tuʔwa</td>
<td>k-ūlá=ríké</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, in auxiliary constructions, the TAM inflection of the entire auxiliary construction with main verb occurs on – and only on – the auxiliary in positions 7–9. The verb ‘be afraid’ with the causative auxiliary illustrates: in (28a), the progressive aspect form displays the ∅M melody, and in (28b) the potential mood form is monomoraic and toneless ∅ (the monomoraic correlate of the ∅∅ melody), realized on positions 7–9 in both cases.

(28) Tonal aspect-mood inflection on positions 7–9

a. mafí ntekēkutsėʔ? ḥį̄ laaʔ
   mafí nte- k- ē+ k- utsė =ūʔ? ḥį̄ laaʔ
   v: 1 [7- 8- 9+] [10- 13] =17 18 19
   even.if PROG- POT- CAUS+ POT- be.afraid =3NSPEC OBJ like.so
   ‘Even if they are frightening her like so.’ (nino chiquito 1:35)

b. kekutsė nùwā nkʷìtsq
   k- e+ k- utsė nùwā nkʷìtsq
   V:[7- 9+] [10- 13] 17 18
   POT- CAUS+ POT- be.afraid 3DIST child
   ‘That one is going to frighten the children.’ (juan oso 7:02)
To illustrate the locus of aspect-mood inflection in the auxiliary span, Table 5 presents the paradigm of aspect-mood inflection for the verb in the examples in (28).

Table 5: Aspect-mood tonal alternation in an auxiliary construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect-Mood</th>
<th>Tonal Melody</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Potential Mood</td>
<td>k-e+k-utsè</td>
<td>∅+∅∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Aspect</td>
<td>nt-e+k-utsè</td>
<td>∅+∅∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Aspect</td>
<td>nte-k-ē+k-utsè</td>
<td>∅M+∅∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfective Aspect</td>
<td>nkʷ-ē+k-utsè</td>
<td>M+∅∅</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.3 Deviation from biuniqueness: 2sg tone melodies (positions 10–13)

As already discussed, subjects occur in position 17 of the verbal planar structure. The pragmatically-neutral, short pronouns encoding subject immediately follow the last element in the range of positions 13–16. However, 2sg person is encoded by replacing the basic lexical tone melody of the preceding element or the TAM-inflected Verbal Core in positions 10–13 with one of two specialized 2sg tone melodies: (∅)(∅)H and (M)(M)M. These melodies are only and always found in 2sg inflection. The process works as follows.

- If the preceding element bears the (∅)(∅)M tone melody, the 2sg inflected form will bear (∅)(∅)H
- If the final element bears any other lexical tone melody (i.e.; ∅∅, MH, HM, H∅ or their trimoraic counterparts), then the 2sg inflected form will bear (M)MM: a Mid tone on each mora.

Some examples of minimal free form verbs (positions 10–13) with 2sg subject inflection illustrate the patterns in Table 6.

The locus of the tonal 2sg inflection is always the element that immediately precedes where any NP or short pronoun in the same grammatical function would occur. In example (29), the 2sg tone melody MM is found on the adverbialement kāʔa ‘again’ in position 15 in the second clause, which otherwise bears the MH melody.
Table 6: 2sg tone melodies on verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uninflected for person</th>
<th>Inflected for 2sg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ntʃ-uhwíʔ ∅M ‘is selling’ → ntʃ-uhwíʔ ∅H ‘you are selling’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-u-nakʷā ∅M ‘will bless’ → k-u-nakʷā ∅∅H ‘you will bless’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-ōō MH ‘will grind’ → k-ōō MM ‘you will grind’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk-j-ánō HM ‘stayed’ → nk-j-ánō MM ‘you stayed’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nku-líhī ∅HM ‘got lost’ → nku-líhī MMM ‘you got lost’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(29) Second-person tonal inflection on adverbial in position 15

\[
\text{ta nkʷi}^*\text{itaa na ja ntʃakę nʲāʔā hā tsa+k-iʔja=kāʔā }
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{V: } & 5 & 10^- & 13 & 17 & 17 & 21 & 1 & 7^- & 9+ & 10^- \\
\end{array}
\]

already PTV- finish DEF firewood see.2SG CONJ POT- go+ POT-

iʔja =kāʔā

13 [=15]

transport =again.2SG

‘If the firewood has been used up, well, you have to go and bring more.’

(juan oso 9:29)

The examples in Table 7 illustrate the 2sg tone melody on positions 10–13, 14, 15, and 16, following the corresponding structures with the 3sg.f pronoun =tʃūʔ in position 17.

5.2 Suprasegmental culminativity

A range of suprasegmental phonotactic restrictions can be observed around the Zenzontepec Chatino verbal core. These involve culminativity of H tone (§5.2.1), glottal stop (§5.2.2), contrastive vowel nasality (§5.2.3) and contrastive vowel length (§5.2.4).

5.2.1 Culminating H tone constraint (positions 10–13)

None of the basic (∅∅, ∅M, MH, HM, H∅) or second-person (MM, ∅H) tone melodies just presented, or their trimoraic extensions, contain more than one H tone. The same is true for the tonal alternations in aspect-mood inflection; they never contain multiple H tones. This distributional pattern is referred to as culminating H tone. However, multiple M tones (or unspecified moras ∅), may occur
Eric W. Campbell

Table 7: 2sg tone melodies on varied positions and spans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflected for 3SG.F</th>
<th>V:</th>
<th>‘she loses (tr.)’</th>
<th>→</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nt-e+k-ū-lihī=ʧūʔ?</td>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>‘she loses (tr.)’</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nka-ʔni+tsoʔō=ʧūʔ?</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>‘she fixed it’</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʧ-uʔu=tsoʔō=ʧūʔ?</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>‘she will live well’</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ne+tii=ɾikē=ʧūʔ?</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>‘she can guess’</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflected for 2sg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nt-e+k-ū-lihī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nka-ʔni+tsoʔō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʧ-uʔu=tsoʔō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ne+tii=ɾikē</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the lexical tone melody domain, and therefore, the restriction on multiple H tones is best explained by a culminativity constraint. It should be noted that this constraint operates at the phonological level, but due to H tone spreading in language use (§5.4.1), we find significant stretches of high-pitch plateaus. Furthermore, one may wonder if culminative H tone is really a distinct test from the inflectional tone alternations. However, tonal alternations could imaginably operate on larger spans, but they do not (for example, including the auxiliary span as well, 7–13), and the alternations can’t simply be derived from positing a culminative H constraint. Forms that have more than one H tone reflect different tonal domains. Consider the analyzable compound verb in (30), in which the main, inflected verb stem (positions 10–13) has the H∅ melody while the second stem (position 14) has monomoraic H (the result here is downstep of the second H tone; see §5.4.3).

(30) Two H tones, in different tone melody domains

nkutuʔuhná tī nāáʔ nakʷę
nk- tūʔu +hná tī nāáʔ nakʷę
V:10- 13 +14 18 18 21
PFV- leave +flee TPLZ 1SG say.3
‘Well, I ran, he said.’ (nagual tigre 1:43)

One can review example (25) and see that the auxiliary span (positions 7–9) bears the MH melody, the main verb stem (position 13) has HM, and the adverbial
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(position 15) has the MH melody. Another example is (26), in which the first, inflected stem in the compound verb (positions 10–13) is toneless ∅∅, the second stem in the compound (position 14) bears the HM melody, and the adverbial form in position 15 and essence form in position 16 each independently bear the MH melody.

5.2.2 Culminative glottal stop

No lexical tone melody domain ever contains more than one glottal stop. Roots that historically did have multiple glottals in proto-Zapotecan have all reduced them to maximally one, in all Chatino languages (Campbell 2021b).

5.2.2.1 Culminative glottal stop (minimal) (positions 10–13)

One can peruse the example sentences throughout this chapter and note the lack of multiple glottal stops in any domain of the lexical tone melodies, such as the verb root and its derivational and inflectional prefixes (positions 10–13). A more interesting fact can be appreciated when this test is fractured and we look for a maximal domain.

5.2.2.2 Culminative glottal stop (maximal), positions 7–13

No aspect-mood formatives (positions 7 and 10), derivational formatives (positions 8, 11, 12), or auxiliary verbs (position 9) contain a glottal stop, a generally very frequent consonant in the language. If this is not due to chance – as the inventories of elements in these categories are small – then there is a limit of a maximum of one glottal stop in the combined auxiliary and main verb span (positions 7–13). The auxiliary construction in (31) has a main verb that is a compound and both compounded stems contain a glottal stop (positions 13 and 14) showing that this culminativity domain does not reach past position 13. Another auxiliary construction is shown in (32). The main verb contains a glottal stop, and the following glottal stop is part of the subject pronoun in position 17.

(31) Glottal stops in positions 13 and 14

\[
\text{tiʃa+uʃeʃe}a \\
\text{tiʃa}+ j- uʔu +seʔe =na \\
v: 7.9+ 12- 13 +14 =17 \\
p\text{ot.go+ itr- } \text{be.inside} +\text{place} =\text{1incl} \\
'\text{We are going to go rest.' (historial 4:40)}
\]
Glottal stops in positions 13 and 17

\[ \text{kenaʔa ti } k^\text{wi} \text{ti ta } j^- \ a+ \ k^- \ i?já } =\ddot{q} ? \]

v: 2 2 2 7- 9+ 10- 13 =17

\( \text{a.lot TPLZ remedy already PFV- go+ POT- transport =1SG} \)

'I have gone to get a lot of medicine already.' (historia medicina 47:33)

The example in (33) illustrates the proximative aspectual particle that occurs in position 6; it contains a glottal stop, as does the verb root and subject pronoun in positions 13 and 17, respectively.

Glottals in positions 6, 13, and 17

\[ \text{tíʔ kikʷeʔę̄ʔ} \]

v: 6 10- 13 =17

\( \text{PRX POT- speak =1SG} \)

'I am just about to speak...' (medicina2 4:17)

Thus, the maximal domain around the verb root in which glottal stop culminativity holds does not include position 6 and includes only positions 7–13.

5.2.3 Culminative and final-position vowel nasality

Contrastive vowel nasality only occurs in the final syllable of lexical roots, long and short pronouns, and bimoraic function words. There is a minimal span in which the constraint can be observed, and a larger (maximal) span that includes positions for which evidence is not available.

5.2.3.1 Culminative vowel nasality (minimal), positions 7–13

The verb \( yaq \) 'come' of the temporal adverbial clause in (34a) has a nasal vowel. The same verb, reduced as an auxiliary (positions 7–9) lacks vowel nasality, as shown in (34b), which is strong evidence of this distributional restriction on nasal vowels.

Loss of vowel nasality in auxiliary position

\[ \text{ná nteʔeqkáʔā nkjaqkāʔája} \]

v: 5 10- 13 =15 10- 13 =15 =17

\( \text{NEG STAT- be.located =again.2SG PFV- come =again =1EXCL} \)

'You weren’t here when we came the other time.' (historia 29:25)
b. tsáʔ wiʔ laa nkjahnaʔ huteʔ hjáʔ

`tsáʔ.wiʔ laa nk- ja+ hnaʔ huti =ãʔ hiʔi =ãʔ`

v: 3 3 7- 9+ 13 17 17 18 =18

word.ana be PFV- come+ throw.away father =1SG OBJ =1SG

‘Because of that my father came to throw me away.’ (nkwitzan ti7i 7:08)

Vowel nasality may occur in both stems of a compound verb, showing that the culminative nasality restriction applies separately to positions 13 and 14, as illustrated in (35).

(35) Vowel nasality in both stems of a compound verb

`nkalatiʔ tī na tukalāʔ niī lēʔ jaʔaʔseʔjeʔu`

nk- lātiʔ tī na tukalā =Vʔ niī lēʔ a+ saʔa

v: 10- 13 17 17 17 =17 21 1 7- 9+ 13

PFV- stop TPLZ DEF cloudiness =ANA now then PFV- go+ be.attached

+seʔe =ju

+14 =17

+place =3SG.M

‘The cloudiness ceased, and then he went to rest.’ (muchacha ixtayutla 6:33)

5.2.3.2 Culminative vowel nasality (maximal), positions 4–13

There are no modal particles that occur in positions 4–5 or adverbials of position 6 that contain contrastive nasal vowels. The inventories of elements that occur in these positions are small, so this may be due to chance, but nonetheless the test can be fractured: a maximal span for culminative vowel nasality is positions 4–13.

5.2.4 Culminative and final-position vowel length

Similar to vowel nasality, contrastive vowel length occurs mostly in final syllables of lexical roots. It also occurs in independent pronouns and some bimoraic function words. This test must also be fractured because evidence for the initial point of the span may be lacking due to chance.

5.2.4.1 Culminative vowel length (minimal), positions 7–13

Within the auxiliary and main verb span of positions 7–13, long vowels only occur in final syllables of position 13. The pair of examples in (34) above illustrate, in
part, this distribution. In (34a) the verb -yaq ‘come’ in position 13 contains a long vowel, but as an auxiliary in position 9 in (34b) it lacks its original vowel length (and nasality, as discussed in §5.2.3).

The example in (36) shows a compound verb in which both stems of the compound (positions 13 and 14) have long vowels. Thus, position 14 is beyond the domain of culminative final-position vowel length.

(36) Distribution of long vowels

nkjánō nteē lēʔ nkalóónaaūʔ saperū
nk- j- ánō nteē lēʔ nkā- lōō +naa =ūʔ saperū
v: 10- 12- 13 19 1 10- 13 +14 =17 18
PFV- ITR- stay(.3) here then PFV- take.out +name =3PL San.Pedro

‘Here it remained, and they named it San Pedro.’ (medicina1 38:23)

5.2.4.2 Culminative vowel length (maximal) (positions 4–13)

Like vowel nasality, vowel length does not occur in modal particles or adverbials in positions 4–6. The example in (37) illustrates the adverb niī ‘now’ in the position 3 zone, which is the last position before the verb complex in which long vowels occur.

(37) Long vowel in adverbial position 3

wī laaʔ laa niī tāʔ ntikʷiʔntakoʔ
wī laaʔ.laa niī tāʔ nti- kʷiʔ =ntakoʔ
CONJ like.so.be now still HAB- speak =a.lot(3)
v:1 3 3 6 10- 13 =15

‘And like so, at the time he still spoke a lot.’ (santa maria1 4:28)

It should be noted that the presence of bimoraic disyllabic forms in position 5 (e.g.; tala ‘for sure’) suggests that the lack of forms with long vowels in position 5 and perhaps position 6 could be due to chance, since the inventory of forms that occur in those positions is limited.

5.3 Segmental processes

Several segmental phonological processes are observable in Zenzontepec Chatico, especially in verbal aspect-mood inflection.
5.3.1 Vowel elision

Vowel hiatus is not permitted in several spans of the verbal planar structure, and vowel elision occurs due to this constraint. There are minimal and maximal domains to distinguish because some positions do not provide observable evidence.

5.3.1.1 Vowel elision (minimal), positions 7–13

Within the span of positions 10–13, where hiatus would occur, one of two vowels elides; the details are not quickly formalizable in rule notation but are explained in more depth elsewhere (Campbell 2011, 2019). This is illustrated in the aspect-mood inflection of vowel-initial verb stems that combine with vowel-final aspect-mood formatives. In the following examples, each verb belongs to a distinct inflectional class based on the allomorphy of aspect-mood prefixes and tonal alternations. In (38) the /a/ of the stem -akʷiʔ ‘speak’ in position 13 elides in contact with the vowel /i/ of the potential mood and habitual aspect prefixes in position 10.

(38) Aspect/mood inflection for verb -akʷiʔ ‘speak’

| Potential mood | /ki-akʷiʔ/ | [ki-kʷiʔ] | ‘will speak’ |
| Habitant aspect | /nti-akʷiʔ/ | [ndi-kʷiʔ] | ‘speaks’ |
| Progressive aspect | /ntʃ-akʷiʔ/ | [ndʒakʷiʔ] | ‘is speaking’ |
| Perfective aspect | /j-akʷiʔ/ | [jakʷiʔ] | ‘spoke’ |

The causative prefix u- in position 11 elides when following the vowels /e/ and /a/ of the progressive and perfective aspect markers, respectively (39). No derivational prefixes that occur in position 12 contain a vowel that would illustrate the process at the juncture 11–12.

(39) Aspect/mood inflection for verb -u-lukʷā ‘sweep (tr.)’

| Potential mood | /ki-u-lukʷā/ | [kulukʷā] | ‘will sweep’ |
| Habitant aspect | /nti-u-lukʷā/ | [ndulukʷā] | ‘sweeps’ |
| Progressive aspect | /nte-u-lukʷā/ | [ndelukʷā] | ‘is sweeping’ |
| Perfective aspect | /nka-u-lukʷā/ | [ngalukʷā] | ‘swept’ |

Vowel elision is also observed in the auxiliary span of positions 7–9. For example, the vowel /i/ in the potential mood, habitual aspect and perfective aspect prefixes (position 7) on the verb ‘feed, make eat’ in (40) is elided by the following vowel /e/ of the causative auxiliary -ē+ in position 9. Note that the velar /k/ palatalizes automatically when preceding /e/, and only /e/ (/keel ‘stone’ → [kʲee]), so the phonetic palatalization we see in potential mood and progressive aspect forms is due to that process.
Aspect/mood inflection for verb -e+k-aku ‘feed’

Potential mood /ki-e+k-aku/ [kʼe-kaku] ‘will feed’
Habitual aspect /nti-e+k-aku/ [ndekaku] ‘feeds’
Progressive aspect /nte-k-ė+k-aku/ [ndekʼėkaku] ‘is feeding’
Perfective aspect /nkʷi-ē+k-aku/ [nɡʷe-kaku] ‘fed’

Vowel elision does not occur when the second element in a sequence is a vowel-initial short pronoun in subject function in position 17, as shown in (41). The same example illustrates the lack of vowel elision when the same pronoun functions as inalienable possessor following the head noun in position 18.

Lack of vowel elision in a short pronoun

[nde.nẽ.ũ? ......huti.ũ?]

/nte- ʔne =ūʔ  hnʼá  lóʔó  huti =ūʔ/

v: 10- 13 =17 18 18 18 =18

PROG- do =3PL work WITH father =3PL

'They were working with their father.' (michen 1:49)

5.3.1.2 Vowel elision (maximal) (positions 3–16)

The vast majority of realized vowel sequences in Zenzontepec Chatino occur at the juncture between short pronouns in position 17 and a preceding element, which in the verbal planar structure may be any position from 13 through 16. Otherwise, the lack of vowel elision is not easily observable because Zenzontepec Chatino phonotactics strongly prefer syllable onsets. Only a handful of native lexical forms begin with a vowel /i/, and these present the main examples of domains in which elision does not occur where it imaginably could. We can fracture the vowel elision domain because there are positions around the verbal complex in which the elements that may occur do not provide instances where vowels could occur in sequence. No adverbial or modal elements in positions 3–6 and no aspect-mood prefixes in position 7 begin with vowels. The example in (42) shows a fronted subject noun phrase in the zone in position 2, where the form itsáʔ ‘word’, ‘thing’ is vowel-initial and not elided despite the final vowel of the preceding quantifier.

Lack of vowel elision

kenaʔa itsáʔ ntetaʔa tí hiʔi tselā juu
kenaʔa itsáʔ nte- taʔq tí hiʔi tselā juu
v:2 2 10- 13 18 18 18
many  thing PROG- pass(.3) TPLZ DAT world

‘Many things pass in the world.’ (lengua tlaco 58:06)
No post-verbal adverbials or essence elements in positions 15 or 16 begin with vowels. Therefore, the maximal domain of vowel elision spans positions 3–16.

5.3.2 Palatalization of non-sibilant coronals

Non-sibilant, non-rhotic coronal consonants /t/, /n/, /l/ palatalize when they follow [i] in certain contexts.

5.3.2.1 Palatalization (minimal), positions 10–13

In the verb -nāá ‘get cleared (field)’ the initial /n/ of the stem (position 13) palatalizes only in the potential mood and habitual aspect forms, whose prefixes (position 10) end in /i/ (43).

(43) Aspect/mood inflection for verb -nāá ‘get cleared (field)’
- Potential mood /ki-nāá/ [kɨn̊ã̄] ‘will get cleared’
- Habitual aspect /nti-nāá/ [n̥diŋ̊ã̄] ‘gets cleared’
- Progressive aspect /nte-nāá/ [n̥dɛn̊ã̄] ‘is getting cleared’
- Perfective aspect /nku-nāá/ [ŋgũn̊ã̄] ‘got cleared’

Palatalization also occurs between the iterative prefix i- (position 11) and a stem-initial coronal, as shown in (44a), while the same consonant of the same stem does not palatalize in the absence of the iterative prefix (44b).

(44) Palatalization of coronal, and lack thereof

a. nkʷüt̪äköʔ t̪i na kūʔwiiʔ hń̥̃a tuʔwa na lometāaʔ?

b. nteʔ̪äkōʔ wq niʔiʔ hiʔiʔja

‘The drunk closed the opening of the bottle again.’ (amigo borracho 5:02)

‘You (pl.) are closing our house there.’ (amigo borracho 2:44)
Although the inventory of auxiliaries is limited, the completive auxiliary -\textit{ta+} ‘finish’ has aspect-mood inflection that allows palatalization to be observed in the auxiliary span as well, as shown in (45).

(45) Palatalization in auxiliary span (positions 7–9)
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{nkʷ} \text{it} \text{jālú kitsq? ke} \\
\text{nkʷ} \text{-i-} \text{t} \text{a+} \quad j- \quad ālú \quad \text{kitsq? ke} \\
\text{v: 7-9} \\
\text{PFV} \quad \text{finish+ itr- spill hair head(.3)}
\end{array}
\]

‘Her hair finished falling out.’ (mateya 3:41)

Palatalization does not occur between two stems in a compound verb (positions 13 and 14), as shown in (46) nor does it occur between a verb stem and a short pronoun, as shown in (47).

(46) No palatalization at compound juncture
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{káti k'ee ñga?ni\text{tē}?éhná?} \quad ([\text{káti k'ee ñga?ni\text{tē}?éhná?]}) \\
\text{káti \quad kee \quad nka- \text{?ni +tē?é} \quad =hná?} \\
\text{v: 2 2 10-13 +14} \quad =15 \\
\text{seven stone PFV- hit +TR.be.located =forcefully(.3)}
\end{array}
\]

‘seven stones he forcefully threw.’ (no hay brujos 1:19)

(47) No palatalization at subject pronoun juncture
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{...ñguhnīnā} \quad ([\text{ñguhnīn'ā}]) \\
\text{Tī \quad naʃíʔi laa? \quad nku- \text{hnii} \quad =na \quad nkā} \\
\text{v: 3 3 3 10-13 =17 20} \\
\text{TPLZ NEG like.so PFV- grow =1INCL PST}
\end{array}
\]

‘We (incl.) did not grow up like that in the past.’ (antes aparatos 41:23)

The preceding discussion shows that positions 10–13 are the minimal domain of palatalization that includes the verb root.

5.3.2.2 Palatalization (maximal), positions 7–13

Among the inventory of auxiliaries, four of them end in /a/ (GO, COME, START, FINISH) and one ends in /e/ (CAUS). There are a handful of verbs for which the iterative marker occurs in the auxiliary position 9 instead of the usual prefixal position 11, such as \text{nkw} \text{-i-kwʷ,q} ‘restitch’; however, none of these cases display an initial coronal consonant in the main verb span that could undergo palatalization if it were to apply at the juncture [9]-[10]. Thus, we can speak of a maximal
domain of palatalization that includes positions 7–13 since palatalization cannot
be observed to fail to apply within positions 7–10. Otherwise, in examples such
as (47), palatalization does not occur among the particles in position 3.

5.3.3 Nasality spreading, positions 13–17

Vowel nasality in vowel-initial person markers spreads regressively to a stem,
if only a laryngeal consonant, or no consonant, intervenes. Such nasality will
further regressively spread within a stem across a medial laryngeal consonant
but not across a non-laryngeal consonant (48). The example in (48) illustrates
that the spreading within the main verb span does not reach position 10. This
is notable, since in the discussion so far, this is the only pattern observed that
includes position 13 but not also position 10.

(48) Regressive spreading of vowel nasality

a. /ki-ʃaʔa/ →[kiʃaʔa] ‘will scream’
b. /ki-ʃaʔa=q/ →[kiʃaʔa] ‘we will scream’
c. /nka-húʔu/ →[ŋgahúʔu] ‘got embarrassed’
d. /nka-húʔu=q/ →[ŋgahόʔόʔ] ‘I got embarrassed’
e. /k-aláʔ/ →[kalaʔ] ‘will hold’
f. /k-aláʔ=q/ →[kaláʔ] ‘I will hold’

The verbal examples in (48) illustrate regressive nasality spreading from posi-
tion 17 to 13, and we can also observe nasal spreading from position 17 to position
15 in (49).

(49) Nasality spreading from position 17 to 15

[ntʃuvetíʔkáʔáá]
ití nu nálá nkʷitsq hiʔiʔ -na ntʃ - uwe =tíʔ
v:- - - - - 10- 13 =16
cond sub neg.exist child gen 1incl prog- get.ground =living.core
=káʔá =q
=15 =17
=also =1incl
‘If we don’t have children then we are also sad.’ (ntetakan7 jute7 4:44)

We can observe vowel nasality spread in the other direction, from a stem to a
following vowel-initial person marker that otherwise has no nasal vowel, as in
the 3rd person plural/nonspecific pronoun =ūʔ shown in the second example in
(50b).
(50) Vowel nasality spreading and not spreading from position 13 to 17

a. /k-alaʔ=ūʔ/ [kalaʔūʔ] ‘they will hold’

b. /nakʷ=ūʔ/ [nakʷēūʔ] ‘they said’

In the example in (51), we observe that the vowel nasality of the final mora of the object marker hiʔį̄ in position 18 does not progressively spread through the initial syllable of the following form with initial glottal fricative. Thus, nasality spreading is not operative beyond position 17.

(51) Progressive nasality spreading not applying in position 18

nkāsāʔą́tsǫʔju hiʔį̄ hutijũju (nkāsāʔą́tsǫʔju hiʔį̄ hũtiju )

nkā- sāʔą̄ +tsǫʔ? =ju hiʔį̄ huti =ju

v: 10- 13 14 =17 18 18 =18

PFV.CAUS be.attached +back =3SGM OBJ father =3SGM

‘He carried his father (on his back) …’ (santa maria2 5:16)

5.3.4 Vowel fusion, positions 13–17

The first-person singular =ą̄ʔ and first-person inclusive =ą short pronouns elongate or undergo fusion of vowel quality with the final vowel of a preceding element (in positions 13, 14, 15, or 16), as shown in (52).

(52) Vowel fusion at position 17

/nte-ʔne=ąʔ/ [nde.ʔnēʔ] ‘I am doing’

/ts-a+lόʔ=ą/ [tsalόʔōʔ] ‘We’ll go to leave it’

/nku-hwí=ąʔ/ [ŋɡu.ʔphēʔʔ] ~ [ŋɡu.ʔphīʔʔ] ‘I got’

/ki-isu=ą/ [kisōό] ~ [kisũũ] ‘We (incl.) will pay’

Note that this process is in contrast to what occurs between positions 10 or 11 and a verb root’s initial vowel in position 13, where vowel elision, not fusion, is observed (§5.3.1).

5.4 Tonal processes

As discussed earlier, Zenzontepec Chatino has a privative tone system, in which a mora may be specified for H tone, M tone or no tone (∅). Toneless strings display a default intonational declination from mid to low pitch; no tones are inserted on toneless moras, and no intonational boundary tones have been encountered. Zenzontepec Chatino has a relatively low tonal density, with about 60% of basic vocabulary bearing no lexical tone (Campbell 2014). Thus, whole utterances may
be toneless, gradually descending from mid to low pitch within a speaker’s range. The main tonal processes are H tone spreading, H and M tone downstep, and M tone replacement (Campbell 2014, 2016).

5.4.1 H tone spreading (positions 1–21)

H tone spreads progressively through subsequent toneless moras until another tone, or pitch reset (see §5.4.2), occurs. In example (53) the H tone of the final mora of the existential predicate nk-ā+tākā spreads until it reaches the M tone of the form n’atē ‘person’ (Figure 2).

(53) H tone spreading

nkātāká tsaka n’atē
nk-  ā+ tākā tsaka n’atē
v:10-13 +14 17 17
PFV- be +exist one person
‘There was a person.’ (cotita 0:19)

To demonstrate that the intervening moras are in fact toneless, consider the example in (54), which has much the same meaning as example (53) but contains a different, toneless existential predicate. Intonational declination (from mid-level pitch slowly descending) is observed throughout the tonelessness of the clause until the rise to the final M tone of n’atē ‘person’ (Figure 3).

(54) Declination and M tone target

nkjuʔu tsaka n’atē
nk- j- uʔu tsaka n’atē
v:10-12- 13 17 17
PFV- itr- be.inside one person
‘There was a person.’ (ketu kela7 china7 0:43)

Finally, pitch reset at the start of another intonational unit is shown to block H tone spreading in example (55). The final H tone of the first relative clause would spread through the following toneless subordinator of the second relative clause, but instead, pitch reset occurs and declination from a mid-level pitch is observed to reinitiate on the subordinator (Figure 4). Pitch reset occurs here because non-restrictive relative clauses have their own prosodic packaging apart from their matrix clause (Campbell 2021a). In this case, there is also a pause, but the pause does not trigger the reset. There are examples with longer pauses beyond which tone spreading continues.
Figure 2: H tone spreading interrupted by M tone

Figure 3: Declination and rise to M tone
In contrast, pitch reset does not occur at the relative clause boundary in (56), where the H tone of the noun $k'^{\text{e}}\text{já}? ‘time’ spreads through the subordinator and verb of the following relative clause (Figure 5). This is a restrictive relative clause, and H tone spreading is not blocked at restrictive relative clause junctures.

(56) H tone spreading into restrictive relative clause

$tala \ tâkâ \ k^{\text{e}}\text{já}? \ nu \ nti- \ ?n'a \ n'atê$

v: 5 \ 10.13 \ 17 \ 1 \ 10- \ 13 \ 17

for.sure exist time \ SUB \ HAB- \ clear.field \ person

‘For sure there are times when people clear fields.’ (kuna7a kusu7 4:07)
5.4.2 Declination and pitch reset, positions 1–21

Now that the intonational pattern of declination along a string of tonally unspecified moras has been introduced, a question arises: What is the domain of this process? We already saw that pitch reset occurs at the start of a parenthetical remark (Figure 4).

In toneless declination the pitch will continue to decline until a tone occurs, or until the pitch is reset to a phonetically-mid level. Pitch reset between two utterances is illustrated by the example in (57). In the first clause, after the M tone at the end of the form laʔā, the pitch begins to decline through the following, toneless form nikʷε̃q (see Figure 6). After a pause, the next clause is entirely toneless, but instead of continuing the declination from the previous clause, the pitch is reset to a mid level, whence it begins to decline through the entire toneless utterance.

(57) Declination, pitch reset, more declination

nkʷʔitsq tiʔi laʔā nikʷε̃q
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nkʷítsą tiʔi laʔā nikʷę =q
v:2 2 3 10.13 =17
child poor like.so irr.say =1INCL

‘An orphan, so we say.’

ntetaʔāju laha niʔi
nte- taʔā =ju laha niʔi
v:10- 13 =17 19 19
PROG- go.around =3SG.M between house

‘He was walking around in the street.’ (juan oso 0:11)

Further study is needed on the information structural and discursive factors that determine the domains of declination and pitch reset. However, we can posit that declination may maximally span the entire verbal planar structure, positions 1–21, but likely beyond that in coordination, because coordinated spans may fall together within one intonational contour as shown in §4.4.2.

5.4.3 Downstep, positions 1–21

H tone causes a following H tone to downstep to a slightly lower pitch and a following M tone to sharply downstep to low pitch; the process is allotonic and downstepped H and M tones still behave phonologically as such. In (58), the final H tone of the adverbial =kāʔá that follows the first verb causes the initial H tone of the second verb to downstep (Figure 7). The second, downstepped H tone recovers to a high pitch as it spreads through the following entirely toneless restrictive relative clause.

(58)  H tone downstep and spreading of the downstepped H
tsaakāʔá tʲánaja ʃaaʔ nu t͡ʃu tsaa
   ts- aa =kāʔá tʲána =ja ʃaaʔ nu t͡ʃu ts- aa
v:10- 13 =15 10.13 =17 18 18 18 18- 18
POT- go =again POT.look.for =1EXCL other SUB HUM POT- go

‘Another can go; we’re going to look for another who can go.’ (kuʔwi lo joʔo 2:34)

Example (59) illustrates two instances of M tone downstep. The final H tone of the initial first-person singular independent pronoun nāáʔ downsteps the M tone of the following vocative particle. The H tone of the negator particle spreads through the following compound verb and downsteps the M tone of the first person singular pronominal enclitic (Figure 8).
Figure 6: Declination and pitch reset

Figure 7: H tone downstep
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5.4.4 Mid tone replacement, positions 10–17

A mid tone on a monomoraic element in position 17 (short pronoun) is replaced by a H tone if and only if the preceding element has only a M tone on its final mora. The example in (60) illustrates this alternation on the third person plural dependent pronoun =ūʔ?. The sharp fall in pitch at the end of the first clause is due to the M tone of the pronoun being sharply downstepped by the final H tone of the essence form =rīké ‘chest’ (Figure 9). The sharp pitch rise in the second clause is due to the H tone that has replaced the pronoun’s M tone because the preceding verb bears only a final M tone.

Figure 8: M tone downstep
Alternation showing M tone replacement

lēʔ nkjarikēʔ ūn kahnāʔ jaq

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>v:</th>
<th>10-13</th>
<th>=16</th>
<th>=17</th>
<th>10-13</th>
<th>=17</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>then</td>
<td>PFV- fill</td>
<td>=chest</td>
<td>=3PL PFV- make =3PL sweat.bath</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘They made a plan and built a sweat bath.’ (ni7 rosa 2:24)

Figure 9: M tone replacement on third-person plural pronoun

Mid tone replacement occurs in position 16 as well if the specific tonal and moraic conditions apply. The essence element =tīʔ ‘living core’ displays its basic M tone following most tone melodies (61), and it bears H tone when the preceding element bears only a final M tone (62).

(61) Essence predicates with no Mid tone replacement on =tīʔ

| j-a+toq=tīʔ | ‘like’ | [lit. ‘go be standing living core’] |
| nk-j-uʔu=tīʔ | ‘remember’ | [lit. ‘be inside living core’] |
| nka-tāá=tīʔ | ‘think’ | [lit. ‘give living core’] |

(62) Essence predicates with Mid tone replacement on =tīʔ

| nku-tehǫ̆|=tīʔ | ‘fall in love with’ | [lit. ‘pass living core’] |
| nkʷi-tsā=tīʔ | ‘forget’ | [lit. ‘mistake living core’] |
The example in (63) illustrates that the element triggering Mid tone replacement of an essence form may occur as a postpound in position 14.

(63) Mid tone replacement between positions 14 and 16
\[ tī \nehlʲū \tilde{t}ī \nu\tilde{u} \text{se}\tilde{u} \text{hā tsaa nāā? lōʔō nu\tilde{u}} \]
\[ tī \ne +hlʲū =\tilde{t}ī \nu\tilde{u} \text{se}\tilde{u} \text{hā ts- aa nāā? lōʔō nu\tilde{u}} \]
\[ v:4 \ 10.13 \ +14 \ =16 \ 17 \ 1 \ 10- \ 13 \ 17 \ 18 \ 18 \]
\[ \text{COND POT.do +big =essence 2SG sir CONJ POT- go 1SG WITH 2SG} \]

‘Forgive me sir but I will go with you.’ (muchacha ixtayutla 1:20)

The example in (64) illustrates Mid tone replacement on the feminine singular pronoun =t͡ʃūʔ in position 17 and also shows that the process does not occur between the two stems in a compound verb that occupy positions 13 and 14, which in this case display the moraic and tonal requisites that should trigger the process.

(64) Lack of M tone replacement between positions 13 and 14
\[ nkāhlʲū\tilde{t}ūʔ \text{ti nīi} \]
\[ nk- ā +hlʲū =\tilde{t}ūʔ \text{ti nīi} \]
\[ v: \ 10- \ 13 \ +14 \ =17 \ 19 \ 19 \]
\[ \text{PFV- be +big =3SG.F TPLZ now} \]

‘Now yes, she has developed well.’ (offered)

Mid tone replacement thus affects only monomoraic elements in positions 16 and 17. No adverbial elements that occur in position 15 are monomoraic with a M tone, so we are not able to observe if the process applies there. Nevertheless, the domain in which this process occurs is positions 10–17, when a monomoraic element with M tone in position 16 or 17 immediately follows a form within the same span whose only tone is a M tone on its final mora.

6 Play language and constituency, positions 10–13

There is a play language in which speakers transpose the initial syllable of a form to the end of the form (Campbell 2020). The examples in (65) show a numeral, some basic nouns, and some inflected verbs (positions 10–13).
Play language basic forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Form</th>
<th>Transformed Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>káti</td>
<td>tíka</td>
<td>‘seven’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷetǫ</td>
<td>tókʷe</td>
<td>‘bee’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kúnáʔa</td>
<td>náʔáku</td>
<td>‘woman’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷilʃí</td>
<td>lʲilʃí</td>
<td>‘butterfly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nte-lákʷi</td>
<td>lákʷinte</td>
<td>‘is boiling’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkaj-ũná</td>
<td>jũnáŋka</td>
<td>‘cried’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ntf-ũná</td>
<td>nántʃfu</td>
<td>‘is crying’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-aku</td>
<td>kúka</td>
<td>‘will eat’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The play language forms in (66) show that dependent pronouns expressing subject (position 17) do not fall in the target domain of the play language, as they are added after transposition has applied. The final example in (66) illustrates that a second stem in a compound verb (position 14) forms its own transposition domain apart from the first stem of the compound in the span 10–13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Form</th>
<th>Transformed Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nkā-sáʔá=ju</td>
<td>sáʔáŋka=ju</td>
<td>‘he wrote’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nka-fiti=ʃūʔ?</td>
<td>fitínka=ʃūʔ?</td>
<td>‘she laughed’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nka-fiti=ja</td>
<td>fitínka=ja</td>
<td>‘we (excl.) laughed’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j-aku=wą</td>
<td>kúja=wą</td>
<td>‘you (pl.) ate’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ntf-ũlá+tuʔwa</td>
<td>lántʃu+ʔwátu</td>
<td>‘(he) is singing’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The example in (67) shows a complete utterance in the play language. Note that the transposition occurs in the tonal melody domain of each form of a lexical class: it excludes function words. Also of note is that a glottal stop is inserted in the bimoraic monosyllabic vocative form tʃoō ‘friend’ so that it can undergo transposition.

Play language utterance

[kʷiitu kʷéna hiʔi laʔā ṭʃo]  
/tukʷi nakʷɬ hiʔi laʔā tʃoō/

v: 2 13 18 19 21

Who  PFV.say DAT.2SG like.so friend.voc

‘Who told you that, friend?’

The play language, thus, applies to basic tonal melody domains (positions 10–13), and like many other phonological patterns, treats bound (pronominal) forms in position 17 very differently from positions in the tonal domain that includes the lexical verb root.
7 Discussion

This study of constituency in Zenzontepec Chatino, following the methodology outlined by Tallman (2021) produces interesting results. Figure 10 is a convergence plot for the domains discussed in this chapter, showing phonological domains in yellow, morphosyntactic domains in blue and indeterminate domains in red.

![Convergence plot for Zenzontepec Chatino constituency tests](image)

Figure 10: Zenzontepec Chatino constituency tests

7.1 A phonological word in Zenzontepec Chatino?

One can see from Figure 10 that the first layer contains eight converging tests: one morphosyntactic (minimal free occurrence) and seven which are phonological
or indeterminate which might be more traditionally classified as “morphophonological” (paradigmatic tone melody; TAM tone alternation; 2sg tonal inflection; culminative H tone; culminative glottal stop [minimal]; palatalization [minimal]; and play language). Since seven of the tests are (morpho)phonological, the span of positions from 10 to 13 is a strong candidate for a phonological word in Zenzontepec Chatino. In light of recent research on phonological wordhood, it is somewhat surprising to find such a strong convergence of tests. Schiering et al. (2010), for example, find that in Vietnamese (Austroasiatic) no single domain emerges as a best candidate for phonological word, and in Limbu (Sino-Tibetan) multiple constituents emerge as equally plausible phonological word domains. They argue, therefore, that phonological words are not a universal feature of human language as assumed by the prosodic hierarchy (e.g.; Nespor & Vogel 1986) and in other works (Hall 1999), but rather they are emergent in language structure in the dynamics of language use and change (see also Epps 2024 [this volume]).

As Dixon & Aikhenvald (2002: 6) point out, a challenge in the study of wordhood is that the best candidate for grammatical word is often not isomorphic with the best candidate for phonological word in a language and the two types of tests should be distinguished. That the minimal free occurrence test in Zenzontepec Chatino aligns with the strongest phonological word candidate is also striking. Moreover, the patterns of deviation from biuniqueness we find in TAM tonal inflection and 2sg person tone are just as much morphosyntactic as they are phonological in nature (Woodbury 2019). Such strong convergence points to general (not strictly phonological or grammatical) wordhood in the language and cries out for an explanation. The Verbal Core, as an inflectable lexical domain, is a fitting name for this constituent.

### 7.2 Other convergences

The second strongest layer in terms of convergences spans position 7 to 13 and includes the following: culminative glottal stop (maximal); culminative V nasality (minimal); culminative vowel length (minimal); vowel elision; and palatalization. This span in turn consists of the auxiliary span in positions 7–9 and the Verbal Core 10–13. Due to the fact that the second stem in compound verbs (position 14) is a separate domain for several sound patterns (tone melodies; culminativity constraints), the closest span in morphosyntactic tests is identified by the tests of non-permutability (rigid) and non-interruptability, which refer to positions 7–14.

Next we find a convergence of three unique tests over positions 1–21, that is, the entire verbal planar structure: H tone spreading, declination-pitch reset, and
downstep. These tests are all prosodic in nature and point to a possible phonological constituent of utterance. The autosegmental nature of lexical tone in Zenzontepec Chatino and its low tonal density afford for such large domains to be active in the prosodic structure.

On the morphosyntactic side, the presence of essence elements as obligatory parts of verbal lexemes in position 16 and the obligatoriness of subject expression for speech act participants (1st and 2nd persons) in position 17 lead to the misalignments of the final edges of salient morphosyntactic and phonological domains. Since subjects can have scope over repeated subspans that precede them, the minimal repeated subspan test does not align with minimal free occurrence, non-permutability, or non-interruptability, and we find something more like a patchwork of not-quite-aligning domains of morphosyntactic tests. Therefore, positing a most promising candidate for morphosyntactic word in Zenzontepec Chatino is less straightforward than for a phonological word, and such conflicting evidence has been reported in other studies that challenge the notion of wordhood (Evans et al. 2008; Bickel & Zúñiga 2017).

7.3 Essence elements and adverbials

The main issue that arises in laying out the verbal planar structure is the variable ordering of (transcategorial) adverbials in position 15, a zone in which they may be iterated, and the essence element slot in position 16.

In some cases, the essence element precedes the adverbial (68), and in other cases, the order is reversed (69). However, the cases in which the essence element precedes the adverbial(s) display fusion and/or suppletion, and the essence element tīʔ does not alternate freely with =rīké in these lexemes as it does in others with the alternate order.

(68) Essence element preceding adverbial

\[
\text{\textit{ná ntāātīʔtsoʔōʔ hi}}
\]
\[
\text{\textit{ná n- tāā +tīʔ =tsoʔō =āʔ hiʔ ĭ}}
\]
\[
v: 5 \quad 10- \quad 13 \quad +14 \quad =15 \quad =17 \quad 18
\]
\[
\text{NEG HAB- ITER.give +living.core =good =1SG OBJ(.3)}
\]
\[
\text{‘I don’t remember it well.’ (leonardo 10:02)}
\]
In trying to resolve this issue, one must watch out for adverbial elements that appear to occur in an unexpected place, but are actually in the nominal domain. In example (70), the adverbial enclitic =kāʔá is likely modifying the light-headed relative clause, a topical NP coreferential with the subject of the matrix clause.

A few verbs of cognition, like ‘know’ display stem suppletion, reduced aspectual inflection (stative semantics), and what appears to be an essence element adjacent to an otherwise opaque verb root, as shown in (71).

In cases such as (71) adverbial elements can no longer occur between the original verb root and the essence element. All of these facts suggest that such cases are now best analyzed as compounds, with the essence element having been reanalyzed as a postpound stem and now occurring in position 14. Therefore, the decision was made to treat the default order as adverbial followed by essence element as in (69) above, despite the discontinuity of verbal lexemes that it entails.
8 Conclusion

Zenzontepec Chatino presents an interesting case in the cross-linguistic study of constituency. There is a multitude of observable sound patterns, both segmental and suprasegmental, and some convergence around a bi- or trimoraic constituent that includes a verb root and its derivational and inflectional prefixes. The study also illustrates that play language sheds useful light on constituency, and which, in this case, mostly aligns with other evidence. The method of using almost entirely naturalistic language use for this study has not very much limited how much detail could be provided for some of the morphosyntactic tests. On the other hand, the structure of the verbal lexical core and verbal complex is informed by extensive lexicographic work on the language and a resulting analytical database that includes roughly 10,000 lexemes, including the inflectional paradigms of roughly 1,500 simplex, derived, compound and phrasal verbs. Such lexicographic work informs the analysis of language structure in discourse. Finally, because of the nature of tone in Zenzontepec Chatino, its larger-domain behavior is able to, and in fact does, align with intonational patterns such as declination and pitch reset and discourse-grammatical distinctions such as that between restrictive vs. non-restrictive relative clauses (and perhaps other parenthetical remarks). Despite the recent challenges to notions of wordhood after long having presupposed that word constituents were manifested in all languages, Zenzontepec Chatino presents a counter case study in which constituency tests show some striking convergences and plausible candidates for phonological and general word constituents.
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**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>first person</td>
<td>ITR</td>
<td>intransitivizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>second person</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>masculine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>third person</td>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANA</td>
<td>anaphoric</td>
<td>NSPEC</td>
<td>non-specific (3rd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>demonstrative</td>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>causative</td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONJ</td>
<td>conjunction</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>definite</td>
<td>POT</td>
<td>potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>dative</td>
<td>PROG</td>
<td>progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>definite</td>
<td>PRX</td>
<td>proximative aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIST</td>
<td>distal</td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCL</td>
<td>exclusive</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>genitive</td>
<td>STAT</td>
<td>stative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>habitual</td>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>subordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>TPLZ</td>
<td>topicalizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCL</td>
<td>inclusive</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRR</td>
<td>irrealis</td>
<td>TRVZ</td>
<td>transitivizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITER</td>
<td>iterative</td>
<td>VOC</td>
<td>vocative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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